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Abstract: Cloud computing is a booming technology in today's software world. Cloud data migration is a process of moving data from on-premise setup to cloud. Data migration is most important and all organizations should implement it. It is necessary to move data to cloud as it provides different advantages like security from malicious attacks, elasticity, autoscaling, load balancing and so on. cloud provides different services like software as a service (eg: Google apps, Commerce cloud) and platform as a service (eg : Microsoft azure .Open Shift) and Infrastructure as a service (google compute engine ,AWS ec2). Cloud technologies provides services like Databases, servers, Documents, storage etc. Using Cloud one can remotely access all the services provided by the cloud provider. Transferring data to cloud include some challenges like more cost is involved in migrating data from on-premise database to cloud and also selecting the perfect cloud technology required for the organization require skills.

Index Terms – Cloud Computing, Microsoft Azure, Data Lake, Data Bricks, Elasticity, Autoscaling

I. INTRODUCTION

As we all know Data is growing day-to-day exponentially. Different types industries like Healthcare industries, Education industries, Transport industries are producing huge amount of data. Data is growing in different varieties, volumes, velocity and veracity which is necessary for analysis of data. So it is important to store all the data in secure place.

Cloud is a most powerful technology used to store data. Cloud can handle huge amounts of data in a most secure way. There are different cloud platforms available in today's market like AWS, Microsoft azure, google cloud. Organizations can store all its data into different types of cloud which provide different services like Databases, Servers, Networking [3]. So it is important to transfer data into the cloud.

As we all know information is a powerful tool which is used for analysis and decision making. All most all organizations are planning to transform their data into data warehouse in the cloud. As data warehouse has some specific benefits like, it can handle vast amount of data and helps in decision making. Using Data warehouse one can work on heterogeneous data sources and can perform different operations like filters, transformations, cleaning. Then data is used for reporting, analyzing and decision making. Here Data warehouse divided into data marts, Data marts are the parts of data warehouse used for different business lines like sales, finance, marketing etc[2].

There are different types of data like real time data, initial data, derived data. Storing all these data in the data warehouse and storing them in different data marts based on the type of data. By analyzing the data from different data marts one can report the data and draw business insights.

Some of the top benefits of the cloud computing are:

1. Cost: Through cloud one can reduce the cost incurred to perform the specific task. Because cloud provides hardware and various software’s and one can make use of those. Provides pay-as-you-go services.

2. Elasticity: It is the most important advantage of cloud, Cloud has an ability to increase or decrease the resources based on the necessity. It reduces the wastage of resources as well as shortage of resources.
3. Performance: Services of cloud computing usually run on the different networks over the world. So they will be continuously upgraded and provide good performance when compared to the on-premise storage.

4. Back-up of data: Here there is no necessity of thinking about losing data. Because if one uses the cloud to store the data, their data security is taken care of by the service providers.

5. Collaboration among employees: By making use of cloud for storing the organization's data, it increases the collaboration among the employees, as all data is stored at one place, they can access any data whatever they want and also store the data.

Data Modernization

Through Data Modernization organization can provide ideal services to their clients. Data Modernization is moving the data from on-premise setup or existing Database to the cloud storage (Data Lakes or the Data warehouse). By doing the Data migration or the Data modernization organization can achieve higher performance, secure Data, Reliability, Productivity.

This section is followed by literature survey which includes different papers about the cloud computing, Building Pipelines, Data Lakes and Analysis of data using Data warehouses. The next section followed by proposed methodology which includes the steps followed in proposed system. Proposed methodology is followed by Results section which explains the results of the process and last section is conclusion of the project.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In this section I have explained different research Papers on Data security in cloud, Building pipelines in cloud, Data storage in data lake, analysis using data marts and also about data warehouse which I have referred while doing the project.

In this paper author gives us a brief introduction about the data security in the cloud. Data security in the cloud is the main concept where the on-premise databases lack in. And using cloud storage data security issues can be resolved and proposes ideas against threats and enhances data security in the big data environment and also restrict the access to the unauthorized users.[1]

In this paper author defines the necessity of the data migration to the cloud. As it is difficult to handle big data as well as heterogeneous data. It is necessary to migrate data to the cloud. Here the author explained about the methods to collect data from different resources and transform it to the cloud.[2]

This paper explains about the importance of the cloud computing. In the world of big data, it is difficult to process the big data and store it. So it is essential to use the cloud. Using cloud one can run the entire operating system. This Paper shows the need of the cloud and how it helps in aspects of Data security, Data Modernization etc [3].

This analysis shows the creation of Data Marts (Data marts are the parts of data warehouse which are specific to the specific business lines like sales, finance etc) using data warehouse and storing all necessary data in warehouse. The development of data marts involves identification of dimensions, facts etc. These papers explained about different types of data warehouses.[4]

ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) is extracting different types of data from different resources and transforming the data using required filters and queries, finally loading to the data warehouse. This paper mainly includes the various technologies used for ETL process and also how the processes is taken place. It includes building the ETL pipelines for batch processing.[5]

This paper proposes the use of Data factory in this era of Big Data, which helps in the Automation of tasks and reduces the cost. Data factory is a Data Analysis solution which contains different activities like Copy Data, Move and Transform and it also contains different filters, through which one can build a pipelines and automatically transform data.[6]

This Papers proposes the use of data lake, In Today’s industry data is generated from different sources and different types of data is generated which a normal on-premise databases cannot handle. So Data lake is most important thing, which can handle heterogeneous data. And also can store huge amount of data which comes from various departments. This Data can be used by Data Analysts, Business Intelligence Developer to analyze the data.[7]

As mentioned in the above papers Data Migration is cloud is important but while transferring data there is chances of data loss during transformations and also it requires more time to transfer data through ETL process. So to transfer data from on-premise setup to cloud it is necessary to build a model where the data storage is done in each and every step and Automation of tasks like triggering pipelines and building JSON’s for parameters can be done to save time and effort.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

As transferring data to cloud has many advantages like Storage, Autoscaling, Security, Elasticity here we are proposing a new system which can transfer data from on-premise setup to Microsoft azure securely with the help of Data Factory pipelines and By Storing the intermediate data in the data lake one can back up data when lost. This Diagram explains the Proposed System.
In fig.1 the block diagram consists of Database where currently the data is stored. Data is a storage in the Data Lake which stores the raw data in the same format as it is. Here there are 2 data lakes. One is used to load the initial file and the other is used to store the real time data. Data Bricks is used for the transformation of data. After Transformation data is being stored in a Data warehouse which is used for visualization.

Database is where the current data is stored. ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) Tools extracts data from this layer and implements different functionalities on this data. It undergoes different functionalities like Preparation, Transformation, storage are the different processes performed. First data is collected, then cleaned, transformed and stored in the Data Warehouse.

By storing data in a Data Warehouse, Data scientists can analyze different datasets and get huge data to analyze. Business intelligence developers can analyze and draw insights from the data.

Proposed System has 5 modules:

1. Data Collection

As data collected from different sources, it is necessary to store it in a particular location. Here Data Collected from different sources is taken as input and Data stored in the Database.

2. Data Storage in Data Lake

It includes transferring of data from database to data lake. There are 2 types of data, initial data and incremental data. Loading those data into 2 different data lakes. Initial data loading is one time loading and incremental data loading is a continuous loading.

3. Data Preparation and Transformation

Taking Data from 2 different Data lakes, Data preparation and required transformation has to be done. And storing the transformed or processed data into data warehouse. Data preparation includes cleaning of data, removing null values, Normalizing of some values. Then required transformations are done on that data.

4. Data visualization

Data visualization is a process of deriving business insights from the dataset. Input is taken from the Data Warehouse and different graphs are drawn to get the quick insights of the data. This can be used for further business decisions.

Extract, Transform and Load Workflow

- The data warehouse platform will be enabled through orchestrated data pipelines which automatically refresh, ingest data and Power BI reports with minimal IT overhead. This includes:
- Convert Extract, Transform and Load logic from Informatica to Azure based data engineering components/services like ADF, Azure Databricks etc.
- Data warehouse moved from On premise Database to Snowflake Data Warehouse
- Reporting to be moved from My BI to Power BI.
IV RESULTS

In this section final results of the project are discussed. On migrating data to cloud there are some benefits like Elasticity, Backup. Here I have compared the features of the existing system and proposed system, through which one can get advantages of proposed system over existing system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL NO</th>
<th>Existing System</th>
<th>Proposed System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Data is stored in on-premise Database</td>
<td>Data is stored in the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Data is not secured. Their is a possibility of malicious attack.</td>
<td>Data is secured as it is stored in remote place and provides different security measures and policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Elasticity is not possible means cannot increase or decrease resources</td>
<td>Elasticity is possible means can increase resources whenever needed and stop them when not in need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Back up is not automated and not cost efficient</td>
<td>Back up is automated and it is cost Efficient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Migrating data from Database to Cloud involves different activities such as Backtracking tables in informatica, uploading data to data lake, Performing transformations in Data Bricks and Storing data into Data Warehouse. Here I have included some screenshots of informatica backtracking, Running pipeline in data factory and launching data bricks workspace to write code to perform transformation.

Fig 2: Informatica Backtracking: It is process done while migrating data to cloud which involves backtracking of tables which are present in the database to get information like filter applied on the data, source of the data, transformations done on data and also respective column names in the source.

Fig 3: Copy Data Activity: To transfer data from one part of the cloud to other like data lake to data bricks notebook or data lake to data warehouse, it should be done using data factory pipelines. Data factory pipelines builds the connection between source and destination to pass the data. And also Data factory pipelines contains different activities like Copy Data activity, Lookup activity etc., through these activities one can perform the action required.
Fig 4: Data Bricks for transformation- Once data is loaded into the data lake, one has to perform required transformations to data. So that it can be uploaded to the cloud data warehouse. Data bricks is also used to write code to perform automation tasks like uploading JSON file, executing queries on daily basis etc.

V. CONCLUSION

As Data is increasing day by day in exponential way and it is important to store the data securely, also it is important to provide a common platform for all the developers to upload the data and access the data. So it is important to migrate data from database to cloud which serves as a common platform and stores data securely. Migrating data to cloud is advantageous as it overcomes problems like security, network traffic and provides some features like disaster recovery, access from the remote place, automation of tasks etc. So Organizations have to move their data to cloud platforms. This paper explains about how to migrate data from data base to cloud data warehouse using data lake and data bricks.
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